
SARA Checklist for Success 

Please use this CHECKLIST before submitting your SARA. Students who do this inevitably do better than those 

who don’t. 

 

        My video is between 5-8 MINUTES LONG.  

        I have made SURE the audio and video work well from beginning to end! 

        I have answered the SARA question I was approved for in the first 2-3 slides of my video 

        My SARA includes a slide with the title “Time to relate” (the instructions for what to include       

        here are on the SARA webpage) 

        My SARA includes a slide with the title “Time to apply" the instructions for what to include  

        here are on the SARA webpage) 

        I have used brief citations (e.g. Smith & Roaden, 2002) on every slide where I talk about info       

        I got from articles, books, websites etc… 

       I have included full citations in a “References” slide(s) at the end, listing all sources I cited  

       earlier, in alphabetical order and APA format  

       I have at least the minimum number of peer-reviewed sources (more will give me a higher score) 

       If I read my presentation, no one will be able to tell  

       I have used voice inflections to sound excited and passionate about the material 

       I have used simple fonts (arial or calibri) that are large and contrast well with the background 

       I have used only short yet meaningful bullet points that come in one at a time as I talk about them 

       I have beautiful slides with lots of well placed images and graphics 

      I have created 3 multiple choice questions based on my SARA for students to take. 

      I looked at the instructions for creating the questions (they are on the SARA webpage) 

      I have NOT included these 3 questions in the video itself 

      I have put the 3 questions to the Canvas assignment called "The three multiple choice questions you  

       created"  

      I have indicated in this same Canvas assignment what the answer is to each question  

       I have saved my narrated SARA presentation as a .mp4 or .mov  

       I have uploaded my SARA to the google folder (linked on the Canvas homepage) 

       I have pasted a goggle link to the video into the Canvas assignment called "Your SARA video  

       presentation".   

      I have Survived!! 

 

 

        


